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Dear Madam,
I have made reference to the above in August and October. Unfortunately, I have
made a serious error in my calculations, for which I sincerely apologise and wish to
correct. Can the following be passed to the Lead Member and other Panel Members
please.
Dear Frances Fernandes and other Panel Members,
In my communications on the above subject, I used, in calculating the daily flow of
cooling water from the proposed Nuclear Power station, Horizons figure of 130
Cubic Metres Per Second. In converting this to 'Gallons Per Day, I inadvertantly put
the decimal point in the Wrong Place. I put 25 Billion when it should be 2.5 Billion.I
had a 'Very Senior Moment' Also, whilst calculating this against the  capacity of the
Local Reservoir, again this should be 1.5 and NOT15!.  Whilst this does NOT ALTER
the Comments or Recommendations made, I am ashamed of the error and must
seek forgiveness and apologise for any inconvenience caused.
Yours faithfully,
Michael Cominetti.
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FAO: Frances Fernandes, Lead Member of the Panel of Examining Members and
other Panel Members.
Dear Madam,
I am concious that written representations are required by 4th December.
I have been searching through the above document and find that Horizon Nuclear
are concerned that in the event of unforseen clogging of filter screens, cooling
water flow could be significantly reduced (please see highlighted paragraph from
their report attached) that they are exploring 'a reserve ultimate heat sink' They go
on to say that the 'Chosen solution would be based around Low Profile, Forced
Draught, Wet Cell Cooling Towers, arranged in Two Sets (one for each Unit)'' they
give dimentions and provide an indicative image - again attached.
My arguments have always been that this type of unit or units Could Be Installed In
Place of a Direct or Once Through System which would reduce or eliminate entirely
the problem of fish and other aquatic organism death and injury. If this can be
DONE as a RESERVE, Why Not as a PERMANENT ARRANGEMENT. Again, I URGE
that IF you are mindfull to recommend to the Secretary of State to Grant
Permission that a Condition be That INDIRECT COOLING be INSTALLED. Thank
you,
Your Faithfully,
Michael Cominetti.
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